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Abstract: A mixed numerical and analytical procedure for solving the problem of determining the surfaces Sp and Sp’ 
of a three-dimensional, aperture or volume extremized and ellipticized, bifocal, nonsperical, singlet optical, radar or 
sonar lens antenna defined by a system of four nonlinear partial differential equations with specified symmetry and 
boundary conditions subject to a minimizing side condition on the antenna focal length, or J-number, is presented. 
The index of refraction no, the maximum lens diameter 26, and the bifocal off-axis angle #e are assumed given. 
Applications are noted in radar, sonar and satellite communications. 
KeyworrFF: Numerical minimization, nonlinear partial differential equations, geometrical optics, microwave and sonar 
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Nomenclature 
x, y, 2, x’, y’, 2’ 
z = z( x, y), z’ = z’(x’, y’) 
F, G, F’, G', V 
IZOI, no9 2bo7 40 
x0, Yo, zo 
p, P’, P” 
P, PO 
w, a0 
8, 8’ 
lens surfaces, 
independent variables, 
coordinates of points on 9’ and Y”, 
equations of 9’ and 9”, 
coefficient functions and lens boundary curve, 
basic lens parameters, 
J-number, or ratio of focal length to maximum lens diameter, 
primary and secondary foci, 
coordinates of prime focus 9, 
path length elements, 
path length and path length constant, 
wavefront and its z-axis intercept, 
points at ends of maximum diameter of lens, 
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9*, 9*’ 
A, B, C, D, E, F, G 
1. Introduction 
a general ray and particular rays through .8’ and 8, 
direction angles of a general ray .9 with respect to z-axis at 9 
and between 9’ and Sp’, 
limiting absolute values of 4 and o at 8 and d’, 
angles 9’ and 9” make with y-axis at E and b’, 
functions of &,, o0 and WA, 
coefficients in double and single power series expansions of 9’ 
and Y’, 
traces of 9’ and 9” in meridional, or (y, t)-plane, section of 
lens, 
first and second partial sums of 9* and 9’*‘, 
coefficient functions, 
polynomial approximates to 9, Sp’, 9’* and 9’*’ 
coefficients in YN, 9$ 9, and 9:‘, 
eigen value like determinants, 
particular rays as illustrated, 
coordinates of network points and associated angles, 
elements in A(+,, $4) and A’(+,, (pi), 
plane approximating W and path length difference, 
coefficients in Y,, Z,, Y;, Z;. 
The surfaces 9: z = z(x, y) and 9” : z’ = z’(x’, y’) of a three-dimensional, aperture or 
volume extremized and ellipticized, bifocal, nonspherical, singlet optical, radar, or sonar lens 
antenna satisfy- by Snell’s law and the optical path length condition of Fermat’s principle-dif- 
ferential equations of the form 
symmetry conditions of the form 
z(-x, v)=r(x, Y), z’( -x’, y’) = z’( x’, y’), 
4x9 -Y) =z(x, y), z’(x’, -y’) =z’(x’, y’), 
(2) 
and boundary conditions of the form 
z(x, y)=O and z’(x, y)=O, (3) 
on the ellipse 
v: (x2/b,2cos2~())+(y2/~~)=1, z=o. (4 
Notationally we understand x, y, z and x’, y’, z’ all to be referred to the same set of axes. 
In the usual situation we are given the lens focal length jr01 > 0, the index of refraction no > 1, 
the maximum lens diameter 2bo > 0 and the bifocal, or off-axis, angle \clo Z 0; see for example 
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Sternberg [16,19,20] and Sternberg, Goldstein and Drinkard [23]. Here only the latter three 
parameters are given and we seek to solve the problem (l)-(4) such that the focal length 1~~1, or 
equivalently the J-number, /= Iz01/2b,, is minimized. 
In the problem (l)-(4), as indicated by the notation, x and y are independent variables and 
x’. y’, z and I’ are dependent variables such that x’ = x’( x, y), y’ = y’(x, y), z = z( x, y), and 
z’ = z’( x’, y’) = z’[x’(x, y), y’(x, y)]. Geometrically, x, y, z and x’, y’, z’ are the intercepts on 
Y’: z = z( x, y) and 9’: z’ = z’( x’, y’) of an arbitrary ray W passing from the primary finite, 
perfect or stigmatic, focal point 9 at (x,, y,,, zO) where 
x0 = 0, ye = [ bi + zi sec2$o] “* sin $0, zo= -lzol, (5) 
to an infinite perfect focal point %m located in the direction -Go relative to z-axis and at 
infinity in the (y, z)-plane as in the illustration shown in Fig. 1. By virtue of the symmetry 
conditions (2), the lens has, in addition, two symmetrically displaced secondary, perfect or 
stigmatic, focal points, one finite, F’ at (x0, -yo, z,), and one infinite, Pd, located in the 
direction + Go relative to the z-axis and also at infinity in the ( y, z)-plane. The secondary focal 
points 3’ and 94 are dual to the primary foci 9 and .5$$_ 
The coefficient functions F, G, F’, and G’ in (1) are of the form 
n,(x’ - X)P - XP' 
F= (z-zo)p’-no(Z~-z)p’ 
G = %b’ -dp -b -h)P’ 
(Z - zo)p’ - rzo( I’ - z)p ’ 
F’ = 
n,(x’ -x) 
p’ cos #o - no( z’ - z) ’ 
G’= %(y -y) +p’ sin Go 
p’COS~O-no(z’-z) 
(6) 
Fig. 1. Minimal /number bifocal ellipticized lens with surfaces 9 and 9’. 
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where p and p’ are path length elements defined by the equations 
p*=X*+(y-yO)*+(z-r,)*, 
p’* = (x’ -x)‘+(+y)*+(Z’-z)*. 
In (6) and (7) we have suppressed x,, since, as in (5) we assume that x,, = 0. 
Essentially equivalent to either the equations for Y or those for P” in (I)-and capable of 
being substituted for one of those sets of equations-is the optical path length condition that 
P=p+nop’+p”=P,, (8) 
where PO is a constant independent of x and y for all rays .@ as above going from F to .%?= 
when the path length P is measured along .4? from g to a momentarily fixed wavefront W 
exiting from the lens orthogonal to .%’ and propagating toward Pm. Thus here consequently, p” 
in (8) is of the form 
p” = (uO- z’)cos J10 + y’ sin \clO, (9) 
where a, is the z-axis intercept of the fixed wavefront W while the constant PO in (8) as shown 
in [16], has the value 
P, = [ bi + zi sec*$,] *‘* + a, cos J/0. (10) 
The geometrical arrangement showing a typical ray .4? and its corresponding wavefront W is 
perhaps further clarified by the illustration. 
For full details of the genesis of the problem (l)-(4) and the equations (1) through (10) and 
information on previously developed and applied methods of their solution, applicable to the 
non-minimal J-number situation- which we will extend in the following to the minimal 
J-number version of the problem (l)-(4)-see [16,19,20] and [23]. 
In Section 2 below we formulate the f-number minimization criterion and show how to 
calculate the minimal achievable values of the focal length lzO] and the J-number, /= [ z0(/2b,, 
given the three parameters n, > 1, 2b, > 0, t,bO # 0 noted earlier and illustrate the procedure with 
a suitable numerical example. 
In Section 3 we briefly summarize a Cauchy-Kovalevsky type approach to the approximate 
expansion in power series of the surfaces 5”: z = z(x, v) and 9’: z’ = z’(x’. y’) for the 
problem (l)-(4) and, in addition, summarize separately a somewhat more rapidly convergent 
polynomial approximation process for solving for 9 and Sp’. Each is illustrated with numerical 
examples using the J-number minimizing data computed for the example worked out in Section 
2. As will be seen, once the/number minimization has been achieved, the balance of the solution 
procedures summarized and illustrated by the examples are essentially the same as those given 
originally for non-minimal J-number two-dimensional problems with off-axis foci like 9 and 
42-, in [16] and outlined for the corresponding non-minimal J-number three-dimensional 
problems in [20]. 
In Section 4 we compare the results obtained for the two types of solutions presented and 
illustrated by the examples and present the results of a three-dimensional ray tracing analysis for 
the example lens antenna as represented by the polynomial approximates to .Y’ and 9’ 
computed in the preceding section. 
In Section 5 we conclude our work with some comments about remaining mathematical issues 
and a very brief discussion of applications in radar, sonar and electromagnetic ommunications. 
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To finish with preliminaries we note in passing the following additional references. Basic 
background material is contained in Born and Wolf [l], Brown [2], Cohn [3], Cornbleet [5], Risser 
[14] and Southall [15] and related problems are discussed by Foldes and Solymar [6]. Friedlander 
[7], Head [8,9], Holt and Mayer [lo], Kinber [ll], Martin [12], Ponomarev [13], Stemberg [18], 
Vaskas [24] and Wasserman and Wolf [25] while closely connected experimental results and 
related applications are reported by Corbett, Middleton and Stemberg [4], Stemberg and 
Goldberg [17] and Sternberg and Anderson [21,22]. 
2. Minimizing process 
Careful scrutiny of the problem (l)-(4) shows that if the parameters no > 1, 2bo > 0 and 
\clo # 0 defining the index of refraction, maximum diameter and off-axis angle q. of the lens are 
given and the non-minimal J-number problem is solved for each of a gradually decreasing 
sequence of values of the focal length ]z,], the resulting sequence of lenses with surfaces 9 and 
9’ will become thicker and a stage will be approached at which the ray go exiting from the lens 
at the point d at (0, b,, 0) in Fig. 1 will be just tangent to the surface 9’. Total internal 
reflection of a continuum of rays &’ in a neighborhood of the ray go at &’ will then occur if the 
focal length ]zo] is still further reduced and the problem (l)-(4) will no longer be solvable; i.e., 
there will no longer exist surfaces 9: z = Z(X, Y) and 9’: z’ = z’( z’, Y’) with the required 
symmetry, boundary and focussing properties. 
At the limit on the focal length ]zo], or the/number, /‘= ]zo]/2bo, it is moot whether the ray 
go is to be thought of as exiting from the surface 9’ at d or to be totally internally reflected 
there, and we take the limiting value of ]zo] as defining the minimal J-number lens and seek 
solutions for 9 and c4p’ in (l)-(4) such that the parameter ]zo] takes on that limiting minimal 
value. To determine the latter we proceed as follows. 
With reference to Fig. 2 showing the meridional, or (Y, z)-plane, cross-section of the lens, note 
that when the ray go is just tangent to Y’ at d the angle 5; which Sp’ makes with the Y-axis 
there is given by the relation 5; = &T - q. where lc/o is the given bifocal, of off-axis, angle at the 
negative of which all rays L% from the primary focal point * are required to exit from the lens. 
Now let + and w respectively denote the direction angles of a general ray 9 with respect to the 
z-axis at the focus 9, and of the same ray at points within the lens between ZI? and Y’ as 
illustrated, so that when .%I’ lies in the meridional, or (Y, z)-plane, we have 
Y-Y0 tan + = - 
Z-Z0 
tan 0 = JLIZ 
z’-z’ (11) 
and let +o, I#+$, w. and oh denote the limiting absolute values taken on by 4 and w at &’ at (0, b,, 
0) and at b’ at (0, - b,, 0) as 9 approaches the ray so through 8 in the one case and the ray %‘A 
through b’ in the other. Then applying Snell’s law on surface y’ to the limiting rays Se, and 96 
at 8 and b’ respectively we have 
no sin(& - wO) = sin &r, 
no sin(& - ~6) = sin(f?r - 2#,), 
02) 
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where 5; = $T - qO as noted. Solving (12) for wO and ~6 we have 
fn+,- sin-‘(l/n,), 
11 $r - tc/O - sin-‘[(l/n,)sin( +rr - 2#,)]. 
(13) 
Similarly applying Snell’s law on surface Y to the same rays at d and 8 we have 
sin( & - SO) = no sin( wO - [a), 
sin($$ - CO) = n, sin(oA - {,), 
04) 
where &, is the angle Y makes with the y-axis in the meridional plane at Q and 8’. Note that all 
of these angles except + and o in (11) are taken as positive in the directions shown in the 
illustration and the angles &, and $+‘, are related to the coordinates (5) of the focal point .F by 
the formulas 
b0 -Y0 tan & = - , _ bo+Yo 
j&-J ’ tan@o- x9 
05) 
and as noted +o, ~$6, o. and WA are the limiting absolute values of $J and w at 8 and 8’. Note 
also that if the minimizing focal length lrol were known here, the angles e. and $A could of 
course be calculated directly from (15) with the aid of (5). Although lzol is not known at this 
stage, we have in (14) and (15) with the aid of (5) and (13), a set of four equations in the four 
unknowns [o, eo, C& and lzol or /= Izo(/26, which can be solved numerically without great 
difficulty. 
To proceed with the solution, however, we first simplify and reduce the four equations in the 
unknowns to, c#B~, +hand lzol to two equations in to and /‘= (zol/2bo. To this end we substitute 
for +. and (~6 from (15) into (14) and rearrange the results to obtain the relations 
(~o-yO)/~~O~=tan{~o+~~~~‘[~o~~~(w,-5,)]}, 
(6,+yo)/(zo~=tan{.$o+sin-‘[nosin(w~-~0)]j. 
06) 
Adding and subtracting the equations in (16) and substituting for y. from (5) we have for the 
minimal value of the/number the two expressions 
lzol 
I(= 2b, = 
1 
tan L( to, oo> + tan L(t,, wh) ’ 
J lzol sin I/J~ Z--X 
2bo ([tan L(t,, WA) - tan L((,, o,)]‘- 4 tan2#o)“2 ’
(17) 
where U5,, a01 and L(5,, ~6) are defined in terms of the function 
L(u, u)=U+sin-‘[n,sin(u-u)], (18) 
with u=to, u= wo, or u = ~6 as the case may be. In (17) in view of (13) and (18) the only 
unknowns remaining are /= I.~~1/26~ and to. These equations are readily solved numerically 
following which ‘p. and +h can be evaluated using (15) and the relation /= ~zo~/26,. 
As a numerical example we consider the case of a bifocal, ellipticized lens antenna having the 
basic parameter values 
no = 1.594, 2bo = 18, Go= 20”. 09) 
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Evaluating the expressions (13) for w0 and 06 and solving in (17)-(18) simultaneously for 
/= 1z01/26,, and &, we obtain 
w0 = 31.145”, a;, = 41.277”, 
/= 1 z. l/2b0 = 0.28819, &, = 8.8123”, (20) 
whence Ito1 = 5.1873. Here 5; = $rr - lc10 = 70” and using (15) we find for & and +h the values 
&, = 46.092’) c#$ = 67.641”. (21) 
Note that the angles here are all measured in degrees. These calculated data minimize the focal 
length lz,,l, or J-number, given the three basic parameter values in (19). 
With these preliminaries out of the way we are now ready to proceed with the solutions for the 
lens surfaces 9 and 9’. 
3. Two solutions for 9 and 9’ 
Given the four parameters no, 2b,, #0 and lz,l, or /‘= lz01/26,,, the latter having been 
minimized and determined from the former as already described, the surfaces P’: z = z(x, Y) 
and ,.V’: z’ = z’(x), Y’) can generally be expanded, using a Cauchy-Kovalevsky type process, in 
double power series in the forms 
9: z= E i ymnx2m[(x2/coS2~o)+y2-b~]n, 
m-o n=l 
9’: z’ = E E yhnXr2rn[ ( x’2/cos21)o) +y’2 - b,2] n. 
(22) 
m-0 n=l 
The series (22) are developed about the point G” at (0, b,, 0) or equivalently about the point b’ at 
(0, -b,, 0). However, the procedure is somewhat lengthy and for most practical purposes it 
generally suffices to drop all of the terms with m > 0 in (22), the remaining parts of the series still 
generally yielding results of very high accuracy although the convergence, except near the poins d 
and &“, is somewhat slow compared to another method to be discussed later on. 
Simplifying the problem (l)-(4) in this manner by dropping all terms with m > 0 in (22) 
amounts to replacing the four partial differential equations (1) with two ordinary differential 
equations whose solutions for y*: t = z(Y) and y*‘: I’ = z’( Y’) define the traces in the 
meridional or (Y, z)-plane of the complete solutions for the surfaces P’: z = z(x, Y) and Sp’: 
z’ = z’(x’, y’) in (l)-(4) which may then be approximately expressed in the ellipticized forms 
9: z=z[~(X2/COS2~o)+y2], 
9’: z’=z’ [ J( xr2/cos2~o) +Y'2], 
(23) 
to sufficiently high accuracy for most purposes. In place of (l)-(4) we thus have now to solve the 
problem consisting of the differential equations, symmetry and boundary conditions 
L%‘*: dz/dy = G, P’*‘: dz’/dy = G’dy’/dy, 
2(-Y) = z(u), z’( -y’) = z’( y’), z( b,) = z’( ba) = 0, 
(24) 
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where the coefficients G and G’ are of the form 
G= %JY'-Y)P--(Y -YcJP' 
(t-q.Jp’-no(z’-z)p’ 
G,= 4&+-y)+p’Sin AI 
p’ cos GO - nO( z’ - z) ’ (25) 
with p and p’ here such that 
P2=(Y-Yl))2+(z-z,)2, p”=(y’-y)2+(z’-z)2, (26) 
or, equivalently, we have to solve the problem 
P’*: dz/dy = H(+, o), y*‘: dz’/dy = K( W)dy’/dy, 
z(-Y) = z(y), z’( -y’) = z’( y’), z(b,) = z’(ba) = 0, (27) 
where the coefficients H and K are of the form 
H= 
nasinw-sin+ n, sin w + sin GO 
cos + -nn,cos w’ 
K= 
cos $0 -&)cosw’ (28) 
while C#I and w are the angles (11) associated with the ray .4? at the focus 9 and during its 
passage between the surfaces 3’ and .!%” or P’* and Y’*’ as in Fig. 2. In place of (22) we now 
seek solutions for P’*: z = t(y) and ,!?‘*‘: z’ = z’(y’) in the forms 
cy*: t= E yn(y2-b,z)“, ZP’: z’= f Y;(Yf2-hy9 (29) 
n-1 tI==l 
Fig. 2. Cross-section of lens in the meridional, or (y, zhlane. 
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or approximate solutions for Y: z = z( x, y) and 9’: z’ = z’(x’, y’) in the corresponding 
ellipticized forms 
Y: z= z y.[(x2/cos2~,)+y2-6~]“, 
n=l 
Y’: z’= E y;[(x’2/cos2+,)+y’2-b;]n, 
(30) 
n-l 
obtained from (22) by dropping all terms in each of those series with m > 0. 
At this stage of the problem, in addition to the basic data n,, 26, and #0 we also know from 
the /number minimization process, the values of ]z,], &,, 56, w,, ~6, &, and c#$ and have now to 
solve for the coefficients y,, and yl in the series (29) for Y* and Y*’ or in (30) for .Y and 9’. 
To do so in general we differentiate in (27) using (11) and (28); form in turn suitable expressions 
for the limiting values of the first n derivatives d’z/dy’ and d’z’/dy” at the points C? at (0, b,, 0) 
and b’ at (0, -b,, 0); set odd order derivatives at 6’ and b’ equal to each other but with 
opposite signs and even order derivatives at d and E’ equal to each other with like signs to build 
into cY* and c%‘*’ the required symmetry; and form in this manner a sequence of pairs of 
equations solvable for the quantities 
d”-‘o d”-lo 
wg, 0;; 
dw dw 
I I 
- 
dy o’ dy o,’ 
I I 
*.” dy"-' o' dy”-’ o 
(31) 
These quantities-after numerical evaluation through the first n - 1 derivatives in (31)-then 
permit evaluation of the limiting values of the n th derivatives d”z/dy” and d”z’/dy”’ at I and 
8’. We denote the latter by the expressions d”z/dy”l,, d”z/dy”],,, dnz’/dy”‘10 and dRz’/dy”‘lo, 
and have used a similar notation in (31) to denote the limiting values of the derivatives of w with 
respect to y at $ and 8’. From the derivatives d”z/dy”], and dRz’/dy’n[o, the coefficients Y,, 
and yi are then readily found. 
Proceeding in the way described we find for the first pair of coefficients in (29) the expressions 
in which the derivatives have first to be evaluated from the equations 
%I,= - $=H($o, oo)= -H(G 4, 
%I,= - ~lo,=K(wo)= -K(t&. 
(32) 
(33) 
In the non-minimal /‘-number problem we would use (5) and (15) to evaluate +. and +i directly, 
substitute the results in (33) and solve the latter equations simultaneously for w. and wh or, 
alternatively we might proceed as in 1161. Here, we already know o. and WA and can evaluate y1 
and y; from (32) with the aid of (33) at once, or from the simpler expressions yl = - (1/2b,)tan to 
and y; = -(1/2b,)tan &, but these simplifications are only possible because of our prior 
computation of o,, ~6, to, &, ‘PO and c#$, in the J-number minimization procedure and only 
apply to the evaluation of yt and yi. 
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Similarly as in the case of (32) we find for the second pair of coefficients in (29) the 
expressions 
in which the derivatives have first been evaluated from the expressions 
and 
which in turn have first been solved simultaneously for dw/dY], and do/dY],,. To obtain the 
relations (35) and (36) we differentiate in (27) with the aid of (28) and proceed as described 
earlier while the derivatives d$/dY],, d+/dy],,, dy’/dy], and dy’/dy],. have first been 
evaluated by differentiation of the expressions in (11) and application of the prior results (33). 
Proceeding in a similar manner, additional coefficients y,, and y; in (29) can be evaluated but 
the expressions obtained rapidly become complicated with increasing values of n. On the other 
hand three of four terms in (29) suffice to yield practically useful results in many applications as, 
for example, in the case of zone stepped lenses where solutions for 9 and 9’ are only needed in 
neighborhoods of the points 8 and 8’; see for example [16,18]. 
For the numerical example of the preceding section using the values of n,, 2b,, qO, ]z,], to, 
5;, %I, a& (PO and $$, in (19), (20), and (21) we obtain from (32) through (36) the results 
dz 
= -0.15501, 
dz’ 
dy, 
- = -2.7475, 
dY’ 0 
y1 = -8.612 x 10-3, vi = -1.526 x lo-‘, 
and 
dw dw 
hy, 
= 0.06992, 
dy 0’ 
= 0.03059, 
d+ d+ 
GO 
= 0.10765, 
dy 0’ 
= 0.03841, 
dY’ 
- = 0.41111, 
dY 0 
d2z 
- = -0.02632, 
dY2 o 
Y2 = -1.404 X m-5, 
dY’ 
dy 0’ 
= 0.33299, 
d2z’ 
- = -1.4540, 
dY” o 
y; -1.773 x 10-3. = 
(37) 
(38) 
A second and somewhat more rapidly convergent method of solving for the surfaces .Y’: 
z = z(x, y) and 9’: z’ = z’(x’, y’) can generally be effected as in Stemberg [20] using a 
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combination of polynomial approximations and double power series in the mixed forms 
2N+ 1 
9: z = N’imm c #8,( N)[ ( x2/cos21c/o) +y2] n 
n-0 
+ mc, n~,Y~nX2~[~X2/cos2~O) +Y'- %I n- 
2N+1 
9’: z’=$rll c /!3;(N)[(X12/COS2~O) +yt2]” 
n=O 
(39) 
+ E c yAnXf2q ( x’2/cos2JIo) +y’2 - b,z] “. 
m=l n=l 
The coefficients y,, and y;,, in the series parts of these solutions are identical with y,, and y;,, 
in (22) for m > 0 while the coefficients /3,,(N) and p,‘(N) in the polynomial approximates under 
the limit signs in (39) have now to be determined by some suitable process as in the reference 
cited. It turns out that these polynomial approximates can, in fact, be so constructed as to be 
generally of sufficiently high accuracy for practical purposes that we may often drop the series 
expressions altogether in (39) corresponding to our former suppression of all terms in the basic 
double series (22) with m > 0. This then again reduces the problem (l)-(4) to the much simpler 
problem (24)-(25). 
Proceeding thus, we now seek polynomial approximates 9; and ,Y%‘,,,*’ to the solutions for 
Y*: z = z(y) and sP*‘: z’ = z’(y’) in (24) in the forms 
2N+l 2N+1 
9;: z= c /3,(Aqy’“, 9;‘: z’= c #f3;(N)y’2y (40) 
n-o n=O 
or approximate solutions for 9: z = z(x, y) and 9’: z’ = z’(x), y’) in the corresponding 
ellipticized forms 
2N-k1 
YN: z = c &(N)[(x2/cos2&,) +y2]“, 
n-0 
2N+l (41) 
9;: z)= c P,‘(N)[ (x’2/co~2~o) +f21 “- 
0 
To determine the ciifficients p,,(N) and b,‘(N) * m the polynomial approximates y;;C and 9;’ 
in (40) and .YN and 9;; in (41) in the present minimal J-number case of the problem, we 
proceed-having first carried out the minimizing procedure -in exactly the same manner as in 
the original treatment of the non-minimal J-number version of the problem given by Stemberg 
WI. 
Thus, we begin by fitting 2 N + 2 rays Sp,, LB’;, g,vi, .%&. . . , 9NN, S?hN from the focus 9 at 
(x,, yO, zO) through d and 8’ and through the network of additional points on the approximate 
surfaces Y;Y and y;j’ shown in Fig. 3 which have been generated by symmetry and the fitting of 
the 2N + 2 rays successively through 8’ and b’ and through the points on 9: and ‘y)N*’ as they 
are generated starting from the two points marked JZ? and J-Z?’ in the illustration. Requiring this 
sequence of rays Se,, A@&. . . , sprJN, ghN to be perfectly controlled in both direction and path 
length by the approximate surfaces Y;: and 9;’ of degree 4N + 2 as in (40) and (41) then leads 
to the conclusion that solutions for the coefficients p,(N) and /3,l( N) can exist if and only if the 
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eigen value like angles +r and +; in the figure satisfy simultaneous determinantal equations of 
the form 
b; b,4 . -. bZM Bo 
2bo 46; v-e 2MbiMo-’ tan to 
441. a= = 0, 
y2 
J 
y” . . . 
J 
2q 453 *** 
j- 1, 2,..., N; M=2N+l, 
and 
b,Z 6; . . - b2M BA 
2b, 46; ... ,Mb;,“-, tan <b 
A’(+, 9 6) = Y,,2 = 0, 
J 
y,,4 r2M . . . 
J 
yi B; - Z; 
2$! 45’3 * *. 2MZ;‘*M- 1 tan ZJ 
(43) 
j= 1,2 ,...,N; M=2N+ 1, 
in which the determinantal elements are all known numbers or simply expressible elementary 
functions of the unknown parameters +r and $;. Solving for the latter in (42) and (43) by 
numerical methods using linear interpolation between computed trial values of each determinant 
Fig. 3. Method of generating network of points for computation of the polynomial approximates Y;j and 9~“. 
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A(+,, +;) and A'( C#Q, &) and extrapolation of their line of common values to zero. we can then 
determine the coefficients p,,(N) and pi(N) in (40) and (41) as in [16] by solving any 2N + 1 of 
the 2N + 2 simultaneous linear equations 
I 
b,Z& + @, + * * - + by& +,& = 0, 
9&L 
26,-J, + 4b& + - - - +2hlbi”-‘@, + tan <,, = 0, 
y,2B, + y,?J* + * * * +y;“sM + & - zj = 0, (44) 
2y,& + 4yi’pz + - . - +2fWy;“-‘pM + tan tj = 0, 
j= 1,2,..., N; M=2N+l, 
for PI(N), &(N),..., b,(N) where M= 2N + 1 and by solving any 2N + 1 of the 2N + 2 
simultaneous linear equations 
b,Z&+b,$;+ --- +b,2”&+/3;=0, 
9;: 
I 
2b,,& + 4b$; + - - - +2Mb~“-‘& + tan 5; = 0, 
r,“p; +v,‘“& + . . * +yjyg + p, - z; = 0, (45) 
2y,‘p; + 4~,‘~/3; + - - - + 2Myj’2M-1/?, + tan 5; = 0, 
j= 1, 2 ,..., N; M=2N+ 1. 
for&(N), P;(N)..., j&(N) where M = 2N + 1 and where in these equations-after solving for 
+, and +; in (42) and (43)-the coordinates yj, zj and y,!, zJ of the points in the network shown 
in the illustration and the associated angles tj and 4; between 9: and 9:’ and the y-direction 
at those points, have all first been expressed as elementary functions 5, Zj, zj and v, Zj', -'; of 
$Q or 6; as in [16]. The leading coefficients p,,(N) = B,,(cp’,) and /3;(N) = BA(&) in (40) and (41) 
-like all the elements in the determinants in (42) and (43) and the expressions 3, Zj, Z” and 7, 
z;, z; and so on-are also simple elementary functions of the angles & and +;. For example, for 
the evaluation of p,(N) = B,( $I;) and b,‘(N) = Bh( +t) we have the formulas 
where 
ZI(@,l> = 
A + G(Ccos $I -Asin+,)-Bcos& 
D cos +r + G sin +r - 1 ’ 
y,(9,) = 
~sin+,+D(Ccos+,-Asin+,)-C 
(47) 
D cos +I + G sin +r - 1 ’ 
with 
A =Izol, B = [ bi + zi sec*#,] “*, C = [ bi + zi sec2rClo] “* sin &, = yo, 
D=cos Jlo, E=sin #o, F= (ni-sin*$,]“*, (48) 
G = [ ni - (n: - sin2#o)1’2 cos ~o]cosec qo, 
as shown in the original work cited. Except possibly for solving all 2N + 2 possible subsets of 
2N + 1 equations in each of the systems (44) and (45) and averaging the results in order to 
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minimize round off and other computational inaccuracies in the foregoing process of evaluating 
the coefficients /3,(N) and PA(N)-or alternatively except for using least squares methods for 
the same purpose-this completes the solution. We refer to [16] for all additional details. 
For our numerical example using the same basic values for no, 2b,, Go, Iz,,I, o,, w& to, &,, Go, 
and c#$ given by (19), (20) and (21) and employed previously, we obtain for the case N = 1 and 
polynomial approximates P’z and 9:’ as in (40) the results 
$r = 19.204’, cp; = 31.895O, (49) 
and 
,Go = 6.152 x lo-‘, & = 7.841 x loo, 
& = 8.649 x 10-3, j?; = -6.819 x lo-*, 
P2 = -3.885 x 10-4, /I; = - 1.727 x 10-5, 
(50) 
,@, = 2.321 X 10-6, & = -4.148 X 1o-6. 
As we shall see in the next section even this simplest possible case of the polynomial approxima- 
tion process for the surfaces 9 and 9 or .Y* and Y*’ by y;j and 9; or Yz and 9:’ with 
N = 1 produces results of remarkably high accuracy. 
4. Comparison of results and ray tracing analysis 
As already noted in the foregoing the double power series solutions (22) for the surfaces P’: 
z = z(x, y) and 9’: z’ = z’( x’, y’) converge somewhat slowly and are principally useful for 
Fig. 4. Computed example showing the first and second partial sums P:, 9’; and PI*‘, P2*’ of 9* and 9*’ in 
comparison to the polynomial approximates 9; and S+,*’ for 9’* and Y*‘ for N = 1. 
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zone stepped lenses where solutions for .Y and 9 are required only in neighborhoods of the 
points G” and 8’. The polynomial approximations Yz, Yz’, YN and ,Y’L given by (40) and (41) 
on the other hand converge much more rapidly and are therefore much more generally 
applicable. 
To make specific comparison of the two forms of solution for .V and 9’ as given by (22) or 
.Y* andY*’ as given by (29) versus YN and 9; as given by (41) or ~7: and 5”;’ as given by 
(40), we have plotted in the meridional or ( y, r)-plane, graphs of the computed values of the first 
two partial sums S: and ~3’; for Y* and 9:’ and 9; for and sP*’ in (29) and the ( y, z)-plane 
graphs of the polynomial approximations for .Y$ and Y;lt’ in (40) for the examples worked out 
in the preceding two sections where in the latter N = 1. The results are shown in Fig. 4. 
To test the accuracy of the computed results and, in particular, to see just how well the 
computed polynomial approximate solutions Y’,$ and .5$*’ in (40) when ellipticized to form YN 
and 3’; in three dimensions as in (41) actually serve to form the required parallel ray beam from 
the focus 9 to 9.I in the direction - I/J,, relative to the z-axis, a number of rays .C%’ have been 
traced from 3 through the three-dimensional ellipticized lens formed by YN and Y’ to a plane 
W* in liu of a perfectly formed actual wavefront W and the total path length P from S to W* 
for each such ray B’ has been computed. Plotted in Fig. 5 are the path length differences 
AP=P-PO=P-[b~+z~sec2J/,,)1’2-aOcos~g, 01) 
at various points in the aperture plane W*. The actual wavefront W is closely approximated by 
the surface AP and its greatest departure from planarity is IAPIMax z &,/lo0 for the example 
lens. Since the effective circular aperture diameter D for the parallel ray beam thus formed by the 
example lens is 
D = 26, cos I& (52) 
it is clear-applying a one-eight wavelength tolerance criterion for diffraction limited beamform- 
Fig. 5. Path length error AP for the computed example. Jlp- and 82 and xw and yW are the projections of the points 
& and 8’ and the (x, y)-axes on the plane W *. AP is shown in exaggerated scale. MaxlAP = b,/lOO. 
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ing-that at its highest operating frequency, an actual pencil beam from the focus 9 having 
half-power angular beamwidth of the order of say 3,5’ can be formed by the lens in the 
direction - #,, relative to the z-axis with a similar result holding for a dual pencil beam from the 
dual focus g’ in the direction +GO relative to the z-zxis by virtue of the prescribed symmetry 
about the (x, y)-plane of the lens formed by the ellipticized surfaces sP= YN and 9’ z 9;. Put 
another way, the far field angular resolution of the lens is of order of 3.5”. 
5. Miscellaneous matters 
Before closing this paper it should be noted that the results obtained here are largely 
computational, there being no complete existence, uniqueness or convergence theory for the 
problem considered. At the same time extensive computational, experimental and applications 
experience suggests- and in a practical sense confirms- the validity of the mathematical 
procedures used. 
In another direction, a few last remarks on the wide-angle applications in radar. sonar and 
electromagnetic ommunications systems are in order. Historically, the first interest in the 
problem (l)-(4) was in its two-dimensional form (27) applied to three-dimensional antennas of 
revolution, the surfaces Y and 9’ being generated by revolving their meridional. or (_v, z)-plane, 
traces Y* and .!Y*’ about the z-axis with the resulting astigmatism ignored. In these cases, the 
applications were to Doppler radar navigational antennas; see the original papers of Holt and 
Mayer [lo], Stemberg [16], Sternberg and Goldberg [17] and Sternberg [19]. More recently-be- 
cause of their excellent performance not only at the off-axis design angles &Go but at all angles 
in between-similar wide angle antennas of revolution have been used in experimental investiga- 
tions in sonar by Corbett, Middleton and Stemberg [4], and Sternberg and Anderson [21,22] and 
potential uses of both the antennas of revolution and the elhpticized antennas in oceanography, 
medicine and satellite communications have been discussed by Sternberg [20]. 
Finally, note that these wide angle antennas can be configured in mathematically similar but 
geometrically quite different forms for various multi-beam or wide-angle scanning purposes. 
Thus, the two-dimensional solutions ,Y* and Y*’ of (27) can be given additional three-dimen- 
sional forms as the surfaces of cylindrical lenses for production of pencil or fan beams, the latter 
with line foci 3, SW, 9’ and %i, or as toroidal, or ‘barrel shaped’, lens antennas obtained by 
revolving the meridional or (y, z)-plane sections Y* and Y*’ of the antenna about a line 
parallel to the y-axis and through a point on the z-axis to the left of the prime focus 9 in our 
illustrations, the resulting ‘barrel shaped’ antennas then having ring foci 9, FL, 9’ and 3: 
and enjoying omni-directional properties in azimuth and narrow beamwidths in the evaluation 
scanning directions above and below the (y, z)-plane. 
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